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There are many arguments on the accountability of administrative 
direction. The arguing points are whether the administration direction 
is concrete administrative action and of compelling force. According to 
the present judicial frame, it is essential that an action should be 
concrete administration action and compelling action to investigate the 
liability of administrative tout.  Among the two essences, compelling 
force is the essential character to whether the counterpart in the 
administrative direction can get remedy, and the same is to the public 
security administrative direction. Because the public security 
administrative direction of the character that subjects are excessive, 
range is large, the use of  “potential power rule ” is abundant etc. ,the 
phenomena that the public security administrative direction trespass on 
counterparts’ right are very common. whereas, the counterparts and the 
third part get no concrete remedy, which is obvious collision with the 
principle that “where there is power, there is remedy” “where there is 
damage, there is compensation”, which also drive us to reflect on the 
existing remedy mode.  In the article, the author begin with the 
examination accountability principle of the public security 
administration direction, tries to discuss the essence of legal liability 
of public security administrative direction, and think that it is the need 
of the government, the need of check the random adjudication and the need 
of the balance between the interest the public security agencies to lead 
and the interest the counterparts to trust. In practice, it need to review 
the thinking pattern that “remedy is prior the liability”, and admit there 
is difference between legal remedy and legal liability, and it is prior 














Upon these bases, this article explores the principle of accountability 
of the public security administrative direction, and proves that the use 
of fault principle can wisely cover the character of mixed co-fault and 
mixed-fault of public security administrative direction. Because of the 
character of the non-present danger of the public security 
administrative ,there is no room for non-fault principle, and because of 
the character of public benefit of the public security administrative 
direction, so we assume that it can’t implement the out-law principle. 
Based on that it take liability by means of tout, administrative liability 
and penal liability, beginning with the guarantee the interests of the 
counterparts, this article emphasizes on the tout liability, analysis the 
diversification of trespass made by public security administrative 
direction and the means that the diversification of  the measures by which 
the direction subjects to take liability, and underpin that it should 
adopt fault principle as direction to clarify the composing essence of 
the public security administrative direction liability. At the end of this 
article, ,based on the legal remedy ways, the author tries to design an 
ADR remedy mode ,explores the possibility to adjust the judicial remedy 
in the existing system, and explore the remedy measure prior, during and 
after the event of remedy process. This article connects with the practice 
of public security administrative direction and tries to resolve plenty 
of problem such as the dimness of the liability of the direction subjects, 
the interest of the counterparts can’t get remedy when trespassed public 
security administrative direction, so as to speed the well-being 
development of the public security administrative direction. 
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